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55 Hypotheses and Methodology 

Thiss chapter consists of two parts. In Section 5.11 discuss the hypotheses which 
formm the point of departure for the assessment of the data in Chapters 6-9. In 
Sectionn 5.21 give an overview of the methodology used to collect the data. 

5.1.. Hypotheses 

Thee theoretical, semantic and formal distinctions between concessive constructions 
discussedd in the previous chapters form the basis for the cross-linguistic compari-
sonn of these constructions in the coming chapters. As Croft (1990:11) argues, the 
fundamentall  prerequisite for cross-linguistic comparison is cross-linguistic compa-
rability,, i.e. the ability to identify the 'same' grammatical phenomenon across lan-
guages.. The fact that languages vary a great deal structurally impedes the typologist 
too make use of mere structural criteria to establish grammatical categories across 
languages.. Thus, apart from formal properties, semantic or functional properties 
wil ll  especially have to be taken into account in order to identify these categories 
cross-linguistically. . 

Croftt (1990:12) argues that earlier typological studies have shown a standard 
researchh strategy for the typological study of grammatical phenomena: i) determi-
nationn of the particular semantic(-pragmatic) structure or situation type that one 
iss interested in studying, ii) examination of the morpho-syntactic construction (s) 
usedd to express that particular situation type and iii ) search for dependencies be-
tweenn the construction(s) used for that particular situation type and for other 
linguisticc factors, such as other structural features or other external functions ex-
pressedd by the constructions in question. 

Myy own approach in this typological study is slightly different from the one 
summarizedd by Croft. I study concessive constructions at four different semantic 
levels,, and secondly I examine the morpho-syntactic means used to express these 
constructionss in the languages of the world. The third step, however, is to deter-
minee the relation between the semantic levels to which the concessive construc-
tionss apply on the one hand, and the way in which they are formally expressed on 
thee other hand. A fourth and last step could be the search for dependencies be-
tweenn the constructions used for the expression of concessives and other linguistic 
orr external factors, but this does not fall within the scope of the present study. 

Onn the basis of the previous chapters, it is now possible to formulate a number 
off  concrete hypotheses which maybe subjected to further typological investigation 
onn the basis of the data which I have collected. The basis for each of these hypoth-
esess is constituted by the following hierarchy, which in its turn is based on the 
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classificationn of concessive relations as given in Chapter 3 and its theoretical basis 
ass discussed in Chapter 2: 

(1)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Inn the concrete application of this hierarchy we will see that in each case there is 
aa correlation between the semantic level of the concessive construction and its 
formall  expression. Thus, through the testing of this hierarchy the relevance of each 
off  the categories which belong to it maybe established. In the following I will give 
aa short overview of the hypotheses which are to be tested in the following chapters. 

5.1.1.5.1.1. Subordination-coordination continuum 

Inn Section 4.3 we have seen that two clauses in the same sentence may be related 
byy subordination, adverbial linking, or coordination. In that chapter, subordina-
tionn and adverbial linking were considered to be two cases of non-coordination. 
AA number of issues concerning non-coordinate and coordinate concessive con-
structionss will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Onn the basis of the hierarchy in (1) I will first test Hypothesis 1 which is repre-
sentedd in (2): 

Hypothesiss 1 
Thee probability that a concessive construction is expressed by coordinate means,1 

increasess as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(2)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Non-coordinationn Coordination 

Hypothesiss 1 does not make any predictions about the distribution among non-
coordinatee linkers. It is therefore necessary to formulate Hypothesis 2, which is 
representedd in (3). 

Hypothesiss 2 
Thee probability that in the case of non-coordination a concessive construction will 
bee marked by an adverbial linker rather than a subordinates, increases as the con-
structionn pertains to a higher semantic level.2 

11 The terms concessive construction and coordinate means may seem contradictory and need some 
clarification.. By a concessive construction which is expressed through coordinate means, I mean to say 
thatt the consultant used coordinate means to express the concessive conctruction I asked him/her to 
expresss in his/her own language via the questionnaire which will be discussed in Section 5.2.2. 

22 The textual domain does not play a role in this hypothesis, since, as we have seen in Section 4.3.3.2, 
subordinationn does not play a role in it. 
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(3)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level 

Subordinationn Adverbial linking 

Chapterr 6 will be devoted to the distribution of the three ways of linking provided 
byy grammar to put clauses together. 

5.1.2.5.1.2. Syndetic versus asyndetic constructions 

Inn Section 3.4.4 we have seen that a concessive clause becomes less and less inte-
gratedd into its main clause and more and more coordinate-like the higher its corre-
spondingg semantic level is. Since coordination often goes hand in hand with the 
absencee of overt linking devices, Chapter 7 concerns the presence of linking devices 
inn concessive constructions. Hypothesis 3, represented in (4) may therefore be 
formulatedd as follows: 

Hypothesiss 3 
Thee probability that a concessive construction will be expressed by asyndetic 
means,, increases as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(4)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Syndesiss Asyndesis 

5.1.3.5.1.3. Dependent versus independent verb forms 

Hengeveldd (1996,1998) points out the remarkably systematic distribution of finite 
andd non-finite verb forms within various adverbial constructions: the higher the 
semanticc level to which the construction pertains, the more probable it is that it 
wil ll  be expressed by finite means. In many languages, however, the classification 
off  verb forms as finite or non-finite may be problematic. Instead of using the for-
mall  parameter of finiteness Hengeveld (1998) takes a functional perspective and 
distinguishess between dependent and independent verb forms. While dependent 
verbb forms may only be used in subordinated constructions, independent verb 
formss may be used in main clauses. Hypothesis 4, represented in (5), will be tested 
inn Chapter 8. 

Hypothesiss 4 
Thee probability that a concessive clause will contain independent verb forms in-
creasess as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(5)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Dependentt Independent 

Hypothesiss 4 makes no predictions about the formal expression of dependent and 
independentt verb forms. Therefore, we may in addition formulate Hypothesis 5, 
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representedd in (6), which predicts the actual morphological expression of depen-
dentt verb forms among languages: 

Hypothesiss 5 
Thee probability that concessivity is expressed by bound verbal morphology de-
creasess as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(6)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

++ bound cone, morphology - bound cone, morphology 

Thus,, Chapter 8 is on the one hand dedicated to the distribution of dependent and 
independentt verb forms and on the other hand to the distribution of morphologi-
callyy bound verb forms. 

5.1.4.5.1.4. Concessive linkers 

Whilee the hypotheses which will be tested in the Chapters 6 through 8 all have to 
doo with the subordination-coordination continuum, I will discuss a number of 
issuess concerning concessive linkers in Chapter 9. 

Onn the basis of the hypothesis in Greenberg (1978) that there is a systematic 
relationn between typological variation and diachronic change, Hypothesis 6 will be 
testedd in Chapter 9. Among other things, this hypothesis predicts the distribution 
off  polyfunctional concessive markers. 

Hypothesiss 6 
AA concessive linker can only be used to introduce constructions of different seman-
ticc levels if these levels form contiguous categories in hierarchy (1). This hypothesis 
predictss the (non-)occurrence of the patterns in Table 8. 

TABL EE 8. Concessive linking patterns 

Linkerr A 
Linkerr B 
Linkerr C 
Linkerr D 
Linkerr E 
Linkerr F 
Linkerr G 
Linkerr H 
Linkerr I 
Linkerr J 
Linkerr K 

Content t 
level l 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
--
--
--
--
--
*_ _ 
*+ + 

>> Epistemic 
level l 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 
--
--
+ + 
--
+ + 
— — 

>> Speech-act 
level l 

+ + 
+ + 
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 

>Text t 
level l 

+ + 
--
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
— — 
--
+ + 
+ + 
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Together,, the hypotheses are expected to demonstrate the validity of the distinction 
madee between the various types of concessives. 

5.2.. Methodology 
Thee ultimate goal of language typology is to make generalizations concerning all 
thee languages in the world on the basis of a relatively small subset of languages. For 
thee selection of the languages of this subset I have chosen to give precedence to 
genetic,, rather than geographic or typological variety, since this will render maxi-
mall  differences between the individual languages of the sample. 

Inn Section 5.2.11 discuss the sample which forms the basis for my research.. In 
Sectionn 5.2.2 I sketch the methods I have used to collect the data on the sample 
languages. . 

5.2.1.5.2.1. The sample 

Originallyy I started out with a sample consisting of 50 extant languages3 which had 
beenn selected according to the Diversity Value (DV) method as proposed by 
Rijkhofff  and Bakker (1998).4 Contrary to other methods (e.g. Dryer 1987), in which 
typologicall  and geographic independence are a sample's most important criteria, 
thee chance of finding maximal variation is greatest when the DV method is ap-
plied,, precisely because this method creates maximal genetic distance between the 
languagess which are finally included in a sample. For a detailed description of the 
samplingg procedure the reader is referred to Rijkhoff and Bakker (1998) and 
Rijkhofff  etal. (1993)-

Thee DV method involves a so-called stratified sample in which the primary 
strataa are language families. Although Ruhlen's (1991) classification is somewhat 
problematicc at certain points, I have chosen it as the basis for the stratification of 
thee sample, since at this point it still offers the most complete genetic classification 
forr smaller-sized samples. If we leave out the extinct languages, Ruhlen (1991) dis-
tinguishess 19 language phyla, one separate phylum of Pidgins and Creoles and five 
languagee isolates, which each form a separate phylum. This amounts to a total of 
255 language phyla. 

Tablee 9 shows a 50-language sample in which the languages are distributed over 
thee phyla on the basis of the DV method. This ideal language sample initially 
servedd as a point of departure for the data collection. 

Thee biggest problem in typological research is the availability of relevant data. 
Usuallyy sample languages are not selected at random, but on the basis of the best 

'' The sample had to be limited to extant languages, since, as will be discussed, the data could only 
bee obtained from native speakers. 

44 This sampling method was first proposed by Rijkhoff et al. (1993)-
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availablee data. As I have already pointed out in the introduction of this study, a 
typologicall  survey of the semantic subclassification of concessive clauses such as 
thee present one, is greatly impeded by the lack of data. Thus, when I started out 
withh the 50-language sample I soon realized that I could only obtain the data I was 
lookingg for from native speakers. Unfortunately I have not been able to cover all 
off  the sample languages. 

TABL EE 9. A 50-language sample 

Afro-Asiatic c 
Altaic c 
Korean-Japanese e 
Amerind d 

Centrall  Amerind 
Northernn Amerind 
Equatorial-Tucanoan n 
Chibchan-Paezan n 
Ge-Pano-Carib b 
Andean n 

Australian n 
Austric c 

Austro-Tai i 
Austronesian n 

Daic c 
Austroasiatic c 
Miao-Yao o 

Caucasian n 
North h 

Kartvelian n 
Ckuckchi-Kamchatkan n 
Elamo-Dravidian n 
Eskimo-Aleut t 

2 2 

6 6 

3 3 
5 5 
3 3 
2 2 

(1) ) 

Indo-Hittite e 
Indo-Pacific c 
Khoisan n 
Ket t 
Nahali i 
Burushaski i 
Basque e 
Gilyak k 
Na-Dene e 
Niger-Kordofanian n 

Niger-Congo o 
Niger-Congoo Proper 

Centrall  Niger-Congo 
West-Atlantic c 

Mande e 
Kordofanian n 

Nilo-Saharan n 
Pidginss and Creoles 
Sino-Tibetan n 

Tibeto-Karen n 
Sinitic c 

Uralic-Yukaghir r 

2 2 

5 5 

4 4 
3 3 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Wheneverr I could not find native speakers of a certain subphylum, I included more 
languagess than the sampling method actually required from another subphylum, 
orr all together from another language family. I fully realize that this forms a possi-
blee source of genetic and geographical bias, but on the other hand it has proved to 
bee the only effective method to collect data on concessives and, furthermore, it has 
enabledd me to have a closer look at the expression of concession within certain 
subphyla,, such as Turkic and Niger-Congo. 

Thee 36 languages which I ultimately selected are listed in Table 10. Map 1 on 
pagess 74-5 shows their geographic distribution. This sample contains 15 'regular' 
languagee phyla, one separate phylum of Pidgins and Creoles and three instead of 
fivefive language isolates, which each form a separate phylum. This makes a total of 
199 phyla instead of the 25 phyla postulated by Ruhlen. I have not been able to 
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findfind data on Kartvelian, Chukchi-Kamchatkan, Na-Dene, Nilo-Saharan and two 
isolates. . 

Ass mentioned before, the sample includes three isolates: Basque, Ket and 
Kwaza.. Ruhlen (1991) wrongly classifies Kwaza (Koaia), a highly endangered Ama-
zoniann Indian language spoken in Rondónia (Brazil), as Equatorial-Tucanoan (van 
derr Voort p.c). Whereas we may assume that Basque and Ket may be the last 
survivingg members of a phylum, there still have not been any signs of an affilia-
tionn of Kwaza with any other language (sub)phylum. Therefore, I have chosen to 
incorporatee Kwaza as a language isolate in the sample, taking the place of one of 
thee three isolates (Nahali, Burushaski, Gilyak) on which I have not been able to 
collectt data. 

TABL EE 10. Sample languages listed by genetic affiliation 

Afro-Asiatic c 
Semitic Semitic 
Omotic Omotic 

Altaic c 
Turkic Turkic 

Southern n 
Eastern n 

Mongolian Mongolian 
Amerind d 

NorthernNorthern Amerind 
Iroquoian n 
Siouan n 

Equatorial-Tucanoan Equatorial-Tucanoan 
CentralCentral Amerind 

Uto-Aztecan n 
Piman Piman 
Aztecan Aztecan 

Australian n 
Duunggidjawu Duunggidjawu 

Austric c 
Austro-Tai Austro-Tai 

Austronesian n 
Malayo-Polenesian Malayo-Polenesian 

Malayic c 
Oceanic c 

Daic c 
Basquee (language isolate) 
Caucasian n 

North North 

(2) ) 

1 1 

1 1 

(3) ) 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

(6) ) 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

(1) ) 

1 1 

(4) ) 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

( l ) ) 

1 1 

Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 

Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
Mongolian n 

Mohawk k 
Lakxota a 
Lokono Lokono 

Pima a 
Nahuatl l 

Duunggidjawu u 

Bahasaa Indonesia 

Motu u 
Tahitian n 
Thai i 
Basque e 

Dargi i 
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Elamo-Dravidian n 
Eskimo-Aleut t 
Indo-Hittite e 

Indo-Iranian Indo-Iranian 

Germanic Germanic 
Indo-Pacific c 

EastEast Papuan 
Kett (language isolate) 
Khoisan n 
Korean-Japanese e 
Kwazaa (language isolate) 
Niger-Kordofanian n 

Niger-Congo Niger-Congo 
Niger-Congoo Proper 
Atlanticc Congo 
Mande e 

Pidginss and Creoles 
Sino-Tibetan n 

Tibeto-Karen Tibeto-Karen 
Sinitic Sinitic 

Uralic-Yukaghir r 
Finnic Finnic 
Ugric Ugric 

l l 

l l 

(3) ) 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

( l ) ) 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

(4) ) 
4 4 
l l 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

(2) ) 

1 1 

1 1 

U) ) 
1 1 

1 1 

Kannada a 
West-Greenlandic c 

Terzii  Mahalla Romani 
Erlii  Romani 
Mestreechs s 

Kiwai i 
Ket t 
Khoekhoe e 
Japanese e 
Kwaza a 

Yoruba a 
Lingala a 

San n 
Boboda a 
Jamaicann Creole 

Burmese e 
Cantonese e 

Finnish h 
Hungarian n 

Sincee the data collection has been carried out in close collaboration with language 
consultantss and specialized linguists, I have actually used very few written sources 
off  information on the sample languages. In most cases the data were not to be 
foundd in reference grammars or other available bibliographic sources. It is also 
importantt to keep in mind that the consultants often speak a specific dialect of the 
languagess classified in Ruhlen (1991), which complicates the search for bibliograph-
icall  material. Nevertheless, I have used some sources to check glosses and other 
matterss of which I was not completely sure. Table 11 gives an overview of these 
sources. . 

5.2.2.5.2.2. The questionnaire and the consultants 

Oncee it became clear to me that I would not be able to find the specific data on 
concessivess in bibliographical sources, I constructed a small questionnaire contain-
ingg nine concessive sentences in English at the four relevant semantic levels. The 
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criteriaa given in Section 3.5 served as a point of departure for the construction of 
eachh of the concessive sentences. The idea was to have native speakers express the 
concessivee constructions in their own language, or in other words to express the 
conceptt of concession at the four different semantic levels in their native tongue. 
Inn order to accomplish this, one obviously has to make use of a meta-language, 
whichh most of the times turned out to be English. 

Mostt of the questionnaires were completed during 'live' fieldwork sessions. The 
consultants,, whose names are listed in the Introduction of this work, were re-
questedd in the first place to express the concessive constructions in their own lan-
guagee so that the sentences could be transcribed in IPA. The second step would be 
too ask them to write the sentences down in the standard orthography of their lan-
guagee or in standardized Latin transcription. This provided me with an additional 
tooll  to check the questionnaires at a later stage. 

Somee of the questionnaires were taken to the field by colleagues who were kind 

TABL EE 11. References on some of the sample languages 

Amharic c 
Bahasaa Indonesia 
Basque e 
Burmese e 
Cantonese e 
Finnish h 
Hungarian n 
Jamaicann Creole 
Japanese e 
Ket t 
Khoekhoe e 
Kwaza a 
Lakxota a 
Lingala a 
Lokono Lokono 
Mestreechs s 
Mohawk k 
Mongolian n 
Nahuatl l 
Pima a 
San n 
Thai i 
Turkish h 
West-Greenlandic c 
Wolaitta a 
Yoruba a 

Leslauu (1995) 
Bonss (1953), Sneddon (1996) 
Gorkaa and White (1992), King (1994) 
Okelll  (1969) 
Matthewss and Yip (1994) 
Karlssonn (1983) 
Keneseii  etal. (1998), Magay and Orszagh (1992) 
Cassidyy and Le Page (1980) 
Hindss (1986), Shibatani (1990) 
Wernerr (1997) 
Hagmann (1973) 
vann der Voort (1999) 
Universityy of Colorado Lakhóta Project (1976) 
Meeuwiss (1998) 
vann Baarle et al (1989) 
Endepolss (1985) 
Bonvillainn (1973) 
Poppee (1951), Terbish (1994) 
Floress Farfén (1999) 
Zepedaa (1983) 
Paree (1998) 
Nosss (1964) 
Lewiss (1967) 
Janussenn (1987) 
Lambertii  and Sottile (1997) 
Bamgbo§ee (1966) 
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% % 

l l l l l l l l l ^ : ;;

111 i l l p i f 
l i l l i i i ipp w 

i.. Amharic 
2.. Bahasa Indonesia 
3.. Basque 
4.. Boboda 
5.. Burmese 
6.. Cantonese 
7.. Dargi 
8.. Duunggidjawu 
9.. Erli Romani 

10.. Finnish 
11.. Hungarian 
12.. Jamaican Creole 
13.. Japanese 
14.. Kannada 
15.. Ket 
16.. Khoekhoe 
17.. Kiwai 
18.. Kwaza 
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**JHÜÖÖ : ; I m if 

,M ,M 
. . 

*^:Ï^?^.S~ *^:Ï^?^.S~ 

llplr r 

r r 

" " 

: vi-T-x.-r-;- : / . 

l l l i i l l i l l I l l iÉ r t ï l i ^ ll p%i : 

pllll:;lll!:lli:lllllll:pr^g;!:êê W 

;ilil|::||||lllii|l|li|s^^ :; 

29 9 

12* * 

Pl i l l l i s s 

I I 

if,. . 

19.. Lakxota 
20.. Lingala 
21.. Lokono 
22.. Mestreechs 
23.. Mohawk 
24.. Mongolian 
25.. Motu 
26.. Nahuatl 
27.. Pima 

28.. San 
29.. Tahitian 
30.. Terzi Mahalla Romani 
31.. Thai 
32.. Turkish 
33.. Uzbek 
34.. West-Greenlandic 
35.. Wolaitta 
36.. Yoruba 
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enoughh to work on them with their consultants, and who went out of their way to 
providee me after their fieldtrip with a completed and glossed questionnaire.. A few 
questionnairess have been answered entirely in writing.5 

Oncee a questionnaire was completed, the sentences still had to be glossed. In 
somee cases the consultants were linguists themselves, which made my life a lot 
easier,, since they would provide me with the glosses as well. In other cases I had 
too resort to specialized linguists or bibliographical sources. 

Directt elicitation of a certain construction type may involve some possible fac-
torss of bias. One of the recurring problems I faced, was a a too direct initial transla-
tionn of the English questionnaire sentences. Once I was aware of this type of bias, 
II  tried to gain a more than superficial insight into the structure and specifically the 
syntaxx of a certain language before I completed the questionnaire with the consul-
tant.. By repeatedly asking whether the consultant would really express a certain 
sentencee in day-to-day conversation, I would usually become quite confident about 
aa correct interpretation of the questionnaire sentences. Furthermore, almost all the 

QuestionnaireQuestionnaire on concessives 

Questionnaire: : 
Consultant: : 
Date: : 

1.. He doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little. 
2.. A: Would your daughter like a drink, John [any local name]? 

B:: Thanks, Peter [any local name]. Just a Coca-Cola [any local drink]. 
Althoughh she's had enough to drink anyway. 

3.. He left his wife and children, although he loved them very much. 
4.. Although I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow! 
5.. He's not at home, although his car [any local means of transportation] 

is s 
parkedd in front of the house. 

6.. Although I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a 
disgrace. . 

7.. He ran all the way home although he had broken his foot. 
8.. I speak L2, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 

otherr language than Li. Although, now that I come to think of it, I 
havee done it many t imes... 

9.. I'm innocent, although you probably don't believe me. 

55 The Internet has played an important role in the coming about of this book. Especially during the 
stagee in which I checked, double-checked, and rechecked the data the use of e-mail has proved to be 
indispensablee for the results of the research. 
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questionnairess were checked by specialized linguists, whose names are listed in the 
Introductionn as well. It must also be said that concessives form a difficult category, 
sincee they usually do not pop up very often in day-to-day conversation. For this 
reason,, the questionnaire sentences were sometimes adapted to render a culturally 
moree credible context for the consultants. 

Finally,, it is important to stress that the concessive constructions given by the 
consultantss for their respective languages are not exhaustive, but rather renderings 
off  the idiolects of individual speakers. The full text of the questionnaire is given 
below. . 

Thee distribution of the four semantic subtypes of concessives in the question-
nairee is as follows: content (1), (7); epistemic (3)» (5); speech-act (4)» (6), (9)» and 
textuall  (2) and (8). 

5.3.. Conclusion 
Thiss chapter forms the basis for the coming chapters. In the first part I have given 
too give a short overview of the hypotheses which are to be tested in the following 
andd which will serve to demonstrate that there exists a systematic cross-linguistic 
correlationn between the semantic level at which the concessive clauses apply on the 
onee hand, and the way in which they are expressed on the other hand. 

InIn the second part of this chapter I have sketched the way in which I have col-
lectedd the data which play a crucial role in the testing of the hypotheses. 


